
Emyria selected to join Palantir’s Foundry Builders Program

Highlights:

● Emyria invited to join cohort of emerging companies participating in Palantir’s
Foundry Builders program

● Palantir Technologies (NYSE:PLTR, market cap: US$54B), co-founded by Peter Thiel
(PayPal), is a world leader in data platforms for major organisations and institutions
with complex  and sensitive data environments including the FDA, National Institutes
of Health and Sanofi

● The Palantir Foundry Builders program was established to allow select companies
access to powerful and highly secure data integration and analysis software typically
only available to major enterprises

● Under the program, Emyria will have access to the full Palantir Foundry stack, greatly
enhancing Emyria’s data infrastructure, security, integration, and analysis
capabilities

● Palantir Foundry will now form the backbone of Emyria’s proprietary Real-World
Evidence asset, as well as accelerate Emyria’s data-guided drug development
programs targeting FDA and TGA registrations

Emyria Limited (ASX: EMD) (Emyria or the Company) - a data-backed clinical drug
development and care delivery company focused on accelerating treatment development
and improving patient care - is pleased to announce it has been invited to participate in the
second cohort of Palantir’s Foundry Builders Program.

Under Foundry for Builders [4], Palantir provides Foundry to emerging companies connected
to Palantir alumni under a markedly reduced subscription model. Emyria’s CEO, Dr Michael
Winlo, previously worked with Palantir in their health data team in San Francisco.

The Palantir Foundry platform transforms the way organisations operate by creating a
central operating system for their data. Palantir Foundry is designed to scale with increasing
complexity, meaning it can support companies as they grow while powering data-driven
decision-making.
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Emyria’s Managing Director, Dr. Michael Winlo, said: “We’re delighted to be selected to be
part of the global Palantir ecosystem and leveraging one of the world’s most sophisticated
and powered data platforms for our proprietary Real-World Evidence.

Real World Evidence (RWE) is being increasingly used by major global drug regulators,
like the FDA, to evaluate the safety and efficacy of new treatments.

Palantir Foundry greatly improves our ability to secure, integrate, generate and analyse
our Real World Evidence - both internally and with our global partners - meaning we can
deliver on our mission to develop new treatments and improve patient care, faster.

By using Palantir Foundry, we can generate dose-response insights and clinical decision
support tools using advanced statistical and machine learning algorithms. We are also
able to capture all relevant intellectual property related to our research while securely
protecting patient privacy.

Emyria’s Real World Evidence
Emyria’s growing RWE asset (Emyria Data) now covers detailed and longitudinal health
outcome data for more than 5,000 patients with complex medical conditions and
receiving unregistered treatments. Emyria’s RWE provides unique dose-response insights
and intellectual property that supports Emyria’s active and developing drug development
programs (Emyria Treatments).

RWE is also being increasingly used in the evaluation of new drug registrations by major
global regulators like the FDA.

Palantir supports use of RWE according to recent FDA guidance
The FDA recently released a guidance document called “The FDA Real-World Data:
Assessing Electronic Health Records and Medical Claims Data to Support Regulatory
Decision-Making for Drug and Biological Products” [5]

This guidance highlighted the importance of ensuring all data used to generate RWE has
the highest standards of data accuracy, completeness, provenance, and
traceability.

Palantir impact in healthcare today
Notable users of Palantir Foundry:
● FDA: Palantir’s partnership with the FDA provides an enterprise data management

and analytics solution for the Center for Drug Evaluation and Research (CDER) and
the Oncology Center of Excellence (OCE), amongst their other technology
investments.[1]

● Sanofi: Palantir’s partnership with Sanofi provides core data infrastructure and an
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analytical platform as part of their platform for RWE research, receiving a 2020
Gartner Healthcare and Life Sciences Eye on Innovation Award for this work.[2]

A copy of Palantir’s announcement attached. This announcement has been approved and
authorised for release by the Managing Director of Emyria Limited.

For further information:

Dr. Michael Winlo Lexi O’Halloran Andrew Williams
Managing Director Media/Investor Relations Media Relations
1300 436 363 + 61 (0) 404 577 076 +61 (0) 412 614 125
mwinlo@emyria.com lexi@janemorganmanagement.com.au andreww@profilemedia.com.au

References:
[1] https://www.businesswire.com/news/home/20201208005711/en/Palantir-Technolog

ies-Expands-FDA-Partnership-With-44m-Contract
[2] Healthcare Impact Studies
[3] https://www.palantir.com/impact/rwe-pharma-san/ [4]
[4] https://www.palantir.com/offerings/foundry-for-builders/
[5] [5]https://www.fda.gov/media/152503/download

About Emyria (www.emyria.com)
Emyria Limited is a clinical drug development and care delivery company focused on
accelerating drug development and improving patient care.

Emyria’s Treatments target large unmet needs and are focused on obtaining approval
(“registration”) with major global regulators. Emyria’s treatment development programs
are informed by insights generated from extensive analysis of Emyria Data - deep,
ethically-sourced clinical evidence that is gathered with patients across Emyria’s
independent clinical services (Emerald Clinics - www.emeraldclinics.com.au)

Emyria Data provides deep treatment insights and is, therefore, a source of unique
IP, strategically designed drug development, and personalised care programs.

About Palantir Technologies (www.palantir.com)

Palantir Technologies is a software company that builds enterprise data platforms for use
by organizations with complex and sensitive data environments. From building safer cars
and planes to discovering new drugs and combating terrorism, Palantir helps customers
across the public, private, and nonprofit sectors transform the way they use their data.

Additional information is available at https://www.palantir.com.
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Cautionary Note on Forward-Looking Statements
Any statements in this press release about future expectations, plans and prospects for the
Company, the company’s strategy, future operations, and other s
tatements containing the words “anticipate,” “believe,” “estimate,” “expect,” “intend,” “may,”
“plan,” “predict,” “project,” “target,” “potential,” “will,” “would,” “could,” “should,” “continue,” and
similar expressions, constitute forward-looking statements. Actual results may differ materially
from those indicated by such forward-looking statements as a result of various important factors,
including the Company’s ability to successfully develop its product candidates and timely
complete its planned clinical programs and the Company’s ability to obtain marketing approvals
for its product candidates. In addition, the forward-looking statements included in this press
release represent the Company’s views as of the date hereof. The Company anticipates that
subsequent events and developments
will cause the Company’s views to change. However, while the Company may elect to update these
forward-looking statements at some point in the future, the Company specifically disclaims any
obligation to do so. These forward-looking statements should not be relied upon as representing
the Company’s views as of any date subsequent to the date hereof.
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